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FORORD 
De senaste åren har ett antal flervåningshus med trästomme byggts i de nordiska länderna. 
Sådana konstruktioner har tidigare inte tillåtits av byggreglerna, till stor del på grund av 
brandrisken. De nordiska länderna har därför samarbetat inom Nordic Wood för att ta fram 
konstruktionslösningar som avsevärt minskar brandriskerna i hus med trästomme. En nordisk 
handbok "Brandsäkra trähus - kunskapsöversikt och vägledning" publicerades hösten 1999 
och gavs ut i en ny betydligt utvidgad version hösten 2002. 

Indexmetoden har utvecklats vid Lunds Tekniska Högskola, avdelningen för Brandteknik. En 
första version presenterades 1998 av Sven-Erik Magnusson och Tomas Rantatalo. Metoden 
har därefter vidareutvecklats av Björn Karlsson, nu verksam vid Iceland Fire Authority, i nära 
samverkan med en nordisk projektgrupp och en nordisk s k Delphi-panel. Denna rapport 
beskriver repeterbarheten hos metoden, som studerats tillsammans med Anders Christensson. 

Arbetet ingår i det nordiska projektet Brandsäkra trähus inom Nordic Wood-programmet. 
Nordic Wood är den nordiska träindustrins FoU-program med målet att öka träanvändningen. 
Programmet finansieras av den nordiska träindustrin. Nordisk Industrifond och de nationella 
FoU-organen: Erhvervsfremmestyrelsen i Danmark, TEKES i Finland, Islands forskningsråd, 
Norges Forskningsråd och VINNOVA/NUTEK i Sverige. I programmet ingår ett femtiotal 
projekt. 

Arbetet med Indexmetoden har bedrivits i två faser. Den andra fasen har finansierats av SBUF 
- Svenska Byggbranschens Utvecklingsfond, Nordisk Industrifond, Nordtest och VINNOVA. 
V i tackar varmt för detta stöd. 

Tack också t i l l de ingenjörer som medverkat i studien: 
Mattias Delin, Briab, Stockholm 
Daniel Larsson, Brandskyddslaget AB, Stockholm 
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Bödvar Tomasson, VSI Security and Fire Engineering, Reykjavik, Island 

Stockholm december 2002. 
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Proj ektkoordinator 
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SVENSK SAMMANFATTNING 

Som en del i utvecklingen av indexmetoden har repeterbarheten hos metoden studerats. Fem 
ingenjörer har använt indexmetoden för att bedöma fyra olika byggnader. Resultaten 
presenteras i denna rapport. Dessutom ges förslag till hur metoden kan förbättras bl a genom 
att nya hjälptexter förs in i metodbeskrivningen. 

Fyra flervånings bostadshus valdes ut bland de 20 byggnader som tidigare studerats för att 
bestämma kravnivåer. Ritningar och branddokumentation för dessa fyra byggnader sändes till 
fyra ingenjörer. Deras resultat jämfördes sedan med det tidigare arbetet. Totalt har således 
fem ingenjörer analyserat samma fyra byggnader. 

Indexmetoden innehåller 17 olika parametrar som ska betygsättas. De fem ingenjöremas 
betyg överensstämde väl eller mycket väl för flertalet parametrar. Metodens repeterbarhet är 
således god. 

Dock upptäcktes en begränsning med indexmetoden för byggnader med loftgångar. En av de 
analyserade byggnadema hade loftgångar och för denna byggnad var repeterbarheten mycket 
sämre än för övriga byggnader. 

För att förbättra indexmetoden, särskilt för byggnader med loftgångar, har nya hjälptexter 
skrivits för flera parametrar. Dessa hjälptexter ska infogas i den nya versionen 2.0 av 
indexmetoden för att förhoppningsvis ytterligare öka metodens repeterbarhet. 



PREFACE 
In the last few years a number of multistorey apartment buildings have been constructed in 
the Nordic countries using timber as load bearing material. Such constructions have earlier 
not been allowed by the authorities, mainly due to the fire risk. The Nordic countries have 
therefore co-operated within the Nordic Wood programme with the aim of developing 
construction methodologies that seriously diminish the fire risk in timber-frame multistorey 
buildings. As a part of this work, a Nordic handbook on fire safety design of timber buildings 
was published in 1999 and an extended version in 2002. 

The Index Method has been developed at Lund University, Department for Fire Safety 
Engineering. A first version was presented 1998 by Sven-Erik Magnusson and Tomas 
Rantatalo. The method has then been further developed by Bjöm Karlsson, now at Iceland 
Fire Authority, in close cooperation with a Nordic project team and a Nordic Delphi-panel. 
This report describes the repeatability of the method and has been prepared together with 
Anders Chrisensson. 

The work is part of the Nordic project Fire safe wooden buildings within the Nordic Wood 
programme. Nordic Wood is a R&D programme with the aim to increase the use of wood 
products. The programme is financed by the Nordic Timber industries, the Nordic Industrial 
Fund and national R&D funds. About fifty projects are run in the Nordic Wood programme. 

The development of the Index method has run in two phases. The second phase has been 
financed by the Development Fund of the Swedish Construction Industry SBUF, the Nordic 
Industrial Fund NI , Nordtest and the Swedish Agency for Innovation Systems VINNOVA. 
The financial support is kindly acknowledged. 

Thanks also to the fire engineers participating in the survey: 
Mattias Delin, Briab, Stockholm, Sweden 
Daniel Larsson, Brandskyddslaget AB, Stockholm, Sweden 
Marcus Ryber, Arup, Copenhagen, Denmark 
Bodvar Tomasson, VSI Security and Fire Engineering, Reykjavik, Iceland 

Stockholm December 2002. 

Birgit Östman 
Project coordinator 



SUMMARY 

As a part of the development of FRIM-MAB a repeatability test was carried out on four 
buildings by five different engineers. This report gives the results from the survey. The report 
also gives suggestions on improvements of the method which are included in a revised 
version of Trätek kontenta 0009024 revision 2002, which is used to conduct the analysis of 
the buildings. 

For the repeatability of the method, four multi-storey apartment buildings were chosen among 
the 20 buildings analysed in the earlier work. Drawings and fire documentation of these four 
buildings were sent to four different fire safety engineers who analysed the buildings 
according to the FRIM-MAB methodology. Their results were compared with each other, and 
with the analysis made in the earlier work, in order to test the repeatability of the risk index 
method. Therefore, five different engineers have analysed the same four buildings. 

The FRIM-MAB method is divided into 17 different parameters. Pi - Pp, where each 
parameter is given a grade. The five engineers therefore gave five grades for the same 
parameter, and they did this for four different buildings. The results show that the 
repeatability is excellent for most parameters and quite good for other parameters. The main 
results is that the overall repeatability is very good. 

One important limitadon of the method was, however, discovered, and this limitation has to 
do with buildings that have extemal walkways. One of the four analysed buildings had 
extemal walkways and the repeatability for that building was much poorer than for the other 
types of buildings. 

In general, no engineering method has perfect repeatability. There is, for example, always a 
possibility for user error or differences in users' understanding of engineering methods. This 
is also true of FRIM-MAB and the results of this survey clearly show such errors. One way of 
diminishing such errors is to provide help-texts for the user. 

To fiirther improve the repeatability of the method, also with regards to buildings with 
extemal walkways, new help-texts are written for several parameters. These help-texts wil l be 
incorporated into the main document describing the method for users, hopefully leading to 
fiirther improvements in repeatability. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

In the last few years a number of multistorey apartment buildings have been constructed in 
the Nordic countries using timber as load bearing material. Such constructions have earlier 
not been allowed by the authorities, mainly due to the fire risk. The Nordic countries have 
therefore co-operated for some years, within the Nordic Wood program, with the aim of 
developing construction methodologies that seriously diminish the fire risk in timber-frame 
multistorey buildings. As a part of this work, a Nordic handbook on the fire safety design of 
timber buildings was published in 1999, and an extended version 2 was published in 2002 191. 

It is however difficult to compare the fire risk in a building of non-combustible frame and a 
timber-fi-ame building. These risks are based on a large number of different factors. The most 
practical way to rationally deal with this is to develop a so-called index method that can be 
used to rank different buildings with respect to fire risk. 

The only method that is simple to use and at the same time takes account of the many 
different objectives and parameters that constitute building fire safety is an index method. The 
method was developed by a Nordic project group, using a so-called Delphi panel for fine-
tuning the method. The Delphi panel was made up of 20 Nordic experts who work with fire 
safety in various areas (consultancy, fire brigade, fire testing, fire research and insurance). 
The development process is described in detail in two reports /5/, /8/. 

To evaluate the index method, a quantitative risk analysis (QUA) was carried out on four 
multistorey timber-frame buildings, recently constructed in four Nordic countries. Both the 
index method and the quantitative risk analysis were used to rank the buildings with respect to 
fire risk. The comparison showed a reasonably good agreement, keeping in mind that the two 
methods are very different in nature. The comparison is described in a separate report /3/. 
Further information on the method development and initial testing is given on the web site 
http://www.brand.lth.se/frim-mab, where these and other reports can be obtained. 

The method was used for 20 buildings in four Nordic countries in a thesis work by 
Christensson III. That work also resulted in the determination of a limiting risk index value 
based on the minimum demands in the building regulations in each Nordic country, thus 
establishing a certain benchmark for users of the index method. 

The repeatability of the index method has now been analysed and the results are presented in 
this report. 



1.2 Objective 

The primary objective of this report is to evaluate the repeatability of the risk index method 
FRIM-MAB through a comparison between the results of different users. 

The second objective is to give suggestions on improvements to the index method. 

1.3 Methodology 

Four multi-storey apartment buildings were chosen among the 20 buildings analysed in the 
thesis work "Kravnivåer t i l l indexmetod för bedömning av brandrisker i flervånings 
bostadshus" ("Limiting risk index for FRIM-MAB") by Christensson / I / . Drawings and fire 
documentation of these four buildings were sent to four different fire safety engineers who 
analysed the buildings according to the FRIM-MAB methodology /4a/. Their results were 
compared with each other, and the analysis made in the thesis work, in order to test the 
repeatability of the risk index method. Therefore, five different engineers have analysed the 
same four buildings, and the results are presented in this report, see Chapter 2. 

The overall structure of the index method is presented below. For details, see /4a, 4b, 7a, 7b/. 

Policy Provide acceptable fire safety level in multistorey apartment buildings 

Objectives O 2 Provide life safety 

O2 Provide property protection 

Strategies 

Parameters 

Sj Control fire growth by active means 
52 Confine fire by construction 
53 Establish safe egress 
54 Establish safe rescue 

Pi 
P2 

P4 

Linings in apartment 
Suppression system 
Fire service 
Compartmentation 

P5 Structure - separating 
P^ Doors 

Windows 
Pg Facades 
P9 Attic 
PjQ Adjacent buildings 
P 2 J Smoke control system 
P12 Detection system 

Signalsystem 
Pj^ Escape routes 
P J 5 Structure - load-bearing 
Pjg Maintenance and information 
Pj J Ventilation system 
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Limiting risk index in the Nordic building regulations / I , 9/ 

Parameters Minimum grade -> Limiting risk index 
DK FI NO SE 

Multistorey Building Risk class 4 Building 
apartment class P2 Fire class 2 class Brl 
building 

Pi Linings in apartment 4 4 2 3 
P2a Automatic sprinkler system N H N N 
P2b Portable equipment N N A N 
Psa Capability 4 4 4 4 
P3b Response time 2 2 2 2 
P3C Accessibility 3 3 3 3 
P4 Compartmentation 2 3 3 3 
Psa Integrity and isolation 5 3 5 5 
Psb Firestops at joints and intersections 2 5 5 5 
Psc Penetrations 2 2 2 2 
Psd Combustibility 5 5 5 5 
Pfia Doors leading to escape route 2 4 2 2 
Peb Doors in escape route 5 3 2 2 
Pva Relative vertical distance < 1 < 1 < 1 1 
Pyb Class of window <E 15 <E 15 <E 15 <E 15 
Pga Combustible part of facade 5 5 5 5 
Pgb Combustible material above windows 5 5 5 5 
Pgc Void 3 3 3 3 
Pga Prevention of fire spread to attic Nej Ja Nej Ja 
Pgb Fire separation in attic L N L L 
Pio Adjacent buildings 2 2 2 2 
P i i a Activation of smoke control system N M M M 
Piib Type of smoke control system - N N N 
Pi2a Amount of detectors N H L M 
Pi2b Reliability of detectors - H M M 
Pi3a Type of signal N N N N 
Pi3b Location of signal - - - -
Pi4a Type of escape routes 0 1 1 1 
Pi4b Dimension and layout 2 2 2 1 
Pi4c Equipment 0 0 0 0 
Pi4d Linings and floorings 4 4 4 4 
Pi5a Load-bearing capacity 4 2 4 4 
Pi5b Combustibility 5 5 5 5 
Pi6a Maintenance of fire systems 0 0 0 0 
Pi6b Inspection of esc^e routes 0 0 0 0 
Pi6c Information 0 0 0 0 
P i 7 Ventilation system 2 3 3 3 

Score (sum of weighted grades) 1,81657 2,746024 2,166888 2,259908 
Riskindex (5 - score) 3,20 2,25 2,85 2,75 
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2 ANALYSED BUILDINGS 
This chapter presents the results of the grades given by each engineer for each parameter and 
discusses the level of consensus reached. 

When conducdng work on repeatability of the type presented here, it is important to consider 
consensus, which is a measure of the divergence of opinion. The five engineers may agree very 
strongly on some parameter values, which are then said to have good consensus. For other 
values the answers may vary and the distribution may be very flat, where the consensus is then 
said to be poor. Very many other situations may arise, the distribution of opinion may for 
example be bimodal, with two strong but opposite opinions. 

The measure of consensus is, however, not straight forward. Some workers have opted to 
express consensus in relatively complex mathematical form, see Donegan et al. 121. However, 
the measure of consensus will always be subjective since the choice of mathematical method 
and choice of limiting values will always be a subjective choice. In other words, it is not 
straight forward to define what "good" consensus and what "poor" consensus is. 

We have therefore opted to discuss consensus in a following simple manner. I f at least 4 
engineers have made the same assumptions about a certain parameter the grade is considered 
to be credible. I f there is a great variation in one or more grades these particular grades are 
fiirther discussed in this chapter. The parameters that are commented are chosen on the 
following grounds: 

4 -5 grades equal No comment / (short comment) 
3 grades equal Short comment 
2 grades equal or all different -> Comment / explanation 

Further, the reasons for the variations were considered to be mainly due to three reasons, 
namely: 

• Due to errors made by the user 
• Due to lack of information given to the user on the buildings being studied 
• Due to insufficient help texts in the method 

For each building the resulting risk index given by each engineer is presented. The results are 
compared in such a way that a "mean risk index" can be established. Those risk index values 
that deviates ft-om the "mean value" are fiirther explained. The risk index values are presented 
in tables. The engineers involved in the survey are referred to as either engineers or users and 
in the diagrams and tables as El to E5. 

The presentations of the four buildings are based on the presentafions in the thesis work 
"Kravnivåer till indexmetod för bedömning av brandrisker i flervånings bostadshus" 
("Limiting risk index for FRIM-MAB") by Christensson / I / . Three Swedish buildings and 
one Norwegian were chosen. These particular buildings were chosen because of their 
differences with one another in order to study the possibility of establishing a pattern in the 
grades given by different users. The Norwegian building was also chosen to observe how the 
engineers would deal with a building that is constructed according to another building 
regulation. 

1 1 



2.1 Vetenskapsstaden 

2.1.1 Building characteristics 

This is a four-storey building with a total of 36 apartments. The building is classed as a B r l -
building according to the Swedish building regulations. Vetenskapsstaden is mainly used as 
apartments for visiting researchers at the universities of Stockholm. The building is 
constructed with a timber frame and with interior linings made of wood. The primary 
objective of the design process of Vetenskapsstaden has been to provide life safety, and 
therefore a sprinkler system is installed in the apartments as well as in the escape routes. 

Figure 2.1: Floor plan of the Vetenskapsstaden building. 

2.1.2 Parameter grades 

Vetensskapstaden 

4 

Grade 3 

2 

1 

0 i. 
H E 1 

• E 2 

• E 3 

• E 4 

• E 5 

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P 1 0 P 1 1 P 1 2 P13 P14 P 1 5 P 1 6 P 1 7 

Parameters 

Figure 2.2: Detail study of parameters for Vetenskapsstaden. 
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PT Windows 
User E3 has probably made an error in determining the window class. Classified as "user 
error". 

Pg Facades 
The explanation of the deviation of the grades given for this parameter can be found mainly in 
sub parameters Pga and Psb- The users had access only to drawings and could therefore not 
determine the proper amount of combustible parts in the facade. Classified as "lack of 
information on the building". 

Pi 2 Detection system 
User E2 has given grades for the signal system without giving any grade for the detection 
system. Can partly be classified as "insufficient help texts". 

Fi3 Signal system 
There seem to be different opinions of the marking of the equipment and systems for 
transmitting the fire alarm. However, three of the engineers estimated that a signal could be 
sent to at least a large section of the building. This can partly be classified as "insufficient 
help texts". 

Pi6 Maintenance and information 
This parameter differs because the users did not have any support for their estimation, but 
instead were requested to give grades based on their own expertise. This must be classified as 
"lack of information on the building". 

2.1.3 Resulting risk index 

Engineer Risk index 
E l 1,76 
E2 1,50 
E3 1,85 
E4 1,63 
E5 1,85 
Mean risk index 1,72 

±0,15 
Figure 2.3: Resulting risk index for Vetenskapsstaden. 

The resulting risk index for the building based on five different users is 1,72. Even though the 
risk index differ between 1,50 up to 1,85, the building are clearly below the limiting risk 
index which is set at 2,75 for a Brl building / I / . Al l of the users rank the Vetenskapsstaden 
building to have the lowest risk index of the four analysed buildings. 

13 



2.2 Kanalhuset 

2.2.1 Building characteristics 

This is a four-storey building with a total of 18 apartments located on a site with a total of 
four buildings that are a part of a Swedish project called Trähus 2001 (Wooden house 2001) 
at the building fair BoOl in Malmö. The Kanalhuset building is classed as a Br I-building 
according to the Swedish building regulations. The building is constructed with a timber 
frame and with interior linings made of gypsum. The facades are made entirely of wood. This 
is allowed since a sprinkler system is installed in the apartments as well as in the escape 
routes. 

Figure 2.4: Floor plan of the Kanalhuset building. 

2.2.2 Parameter grades 

Grade 3 

Kanalhuset, Bo01 

1 
• E 1 

• E 2 

• E 3 

• E 4 

• E 5 

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P 1 0 P 1 1 P 1 2 P13 P 1 4 P15 P 1 6 P 1 7 

Parameters 

Figure 2.5: Detail study of parameters for Kanalhuset. 
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Pi Suppression system 
Even though the fire documentation states that the sprinkler system is located in both the 
apartments and the escape routes, two of the users has given this parameter the grade M, 
which only can be given when the sprinkler is located in the apartments only. This can be 
classified as "user error". 

P7 Windows 
User E3 has misjudged the class of the windows and user E4 has misjudged the relative 
vertical distance between the windows. This can be classified as "user error". 

Pi3 Signal system 
Once again the signal system seems to cause a problem for the users. However, the same three 
engineers as for the Vetenskapsstaden building assumed that a signal could be sent to at least 
a large section of the building. This must partly be classified as "insufficient help texts". 

Pi6 Maintenance and information 
This parameter differs because the users did not have any support for their estimation, but 
instead were requested to give grades based on their own expertise. This must be classified as 
"lack of information on the building". 

2.2.3 Resulting risk index 

Engineer Risk index 
E 1 2,36 
E2 2,35 
E3 2,20 
E4 2,33 
E5 2,23 
Mean risk index 2,29 

±0,07 
Figure 2.6: Resulting risk index for Kanalhuset. 

The resulting risk index for the building based on five different users is 2,29. The risk index 
differ between 2,20 up to 2,36, which makes Kanalhuset the building with the smallest 
deviation in resulting risk index in this survey. The risk index arrived at is also below the 
limiting risk index which is set at 2,75 for a Brl building / I / . A l l of the users rank the 
Kanalhuset building to have second lowest risk index of the Swedish buildings. 

15 



2.3 Runhällen 

2.3.1 Building characteristics 

This is a four-storey building with a total of 16 apartments located on a site with a total of six 
buildings in Vallentuna north of Stockholm. The Runhällen building is classed as a B r l -
building according to the Swedish building regulations. The building is mainly constructed 
with a timber frame but with features of concrete. The interior linings are made of gypsum. 
The facades have less than 20% combustible parts. There is no sprinkler system installed in 
the building. 

tf-K":-:]—' -- LOMAiJ 

, - l .u.f 

1 ' 

Figure 2.7: Floor plan of the Runhällen building. 

2.3.2 Parameter grades 

Runhällen 

Grade 3 

1 

• E1 
• E 2 

• E 3 

• E 4 

• E 5 

PI P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 P11 P12 P13 P14 P15 P16 P17 

P a r a m e t e r s 

Figure 2.8: Detail study of parameters for Runhällen. 
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P4 Compartmentation 
User El has probably made an error in calculating the maximum area of the fire compartments. 
User E2 has probably made a mix up with parameter P9b - the maximum area of fire 
compartments in the attic. These errors must mainly be classified as "user error". 

P7 Windows 
Once again user E3 has made the wrong assumption about the window class. This must mainly 
be classified as "user error". 

P9 Attic 
User E2 has probably made an error in calculating the maximum area of the attic. Three of the 
users estimate that there is no prevention of fire spread to the attic and two say that there is. This 
is almost impossible to estimate, just using the drawings of the building. The different opinions 
must be classified as "lack of information on the building". 

PI3 Signal system 
Once again the signal system seems to cause a problem for the users. However, the same three 
engineers as for the two earlier buildings estimated that a signal could be sent to at least a large 
section of the building. This must be classified as "insufficient help texts". 

Pi 4 Escape routes 
Although only two of the engineers have made exactly the same marking of the escape routes and 
guidance signs, four of them are in the same range in the total grade. User E2 has given a much 
lower grade than the others. This is considered mainly to be classified as "user error". 

Pi6 Maintenance and information 
This parameter differs because the users did not have any support for their estimation, but 
instead were requested to give grades based on their own expertise. This must be classified as 
"lack of information on the building". 

2.3.3 Resulting risk index 

Engineer Risk index 
E 1 2,43 
E2 3,06 
E3 2,41 
E4 2,46 
E5 2,56 
Mean risk index 2,58 

±0,27 
Figure 2.9: Resulting risk index for Runhällen. 

In the case of Runhällen, the resulting risk index fi-om one engineers (E2) is far higher than the 
others. According to this user the building would not even be below the limiting risk index at 
2,75 for Swedish Br 1-buildings. The high risk index of user E2 is a result of incorrect 
assumptions made of grades for at least five different parameters. I f results fi-om user E2 were to 
be excluded, the mean risk index would be 2,47± 0,07. This building falls below the limiting risk 
index which is set at 2,75 for Br 1-buildings. Al l of the users rank the Runhällen building to have 
third lowest risk index of the Swedish buildings. 
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2.4 Saghaugen Terrasse 

2.4.1 Building characteristics 

This is a four-storey building with a total of 27 apartments in Namsos in northern Norway. 
The building is classed as a building in Risikoklasse 4 (Risk class 4) and Brannklasse 2 (Fire 
class) according to the Norwegian building regulations. The Saghaugen-building have a 
separating and load-bearing construction made of wood. As the building has a sprinkler 
system the load-bearing capacity and the fire integrity and insulation may be lowered from 60 
to 30 minutes. 

A 

Figure 2.10: Floor plan of the Saghaugen Terrasse building. 

2.4.2 Parameter grades 

Saghaugen Terrasse 

Grade 3 

PI P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 P11 P12 P13 P14 P15 P16 P17 

P a r a m e t e r s 

• E1 

• E 2 

• E 3 

• E4 

• E 5 

Figure 2.11: Detail study of parameters for Saghaugen Terrasse. 
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Pi Suppression system 
The information given in the fire documentation does not clearly state i f the design with a 
sprinkler system where chosen or not. Therefore one of the users (E5) has made the 
assumption that it wasn't and the others that it was. Even though the fire documentation 
clearly states that there is extinguishing equipment in every apartment, user E2 has marked 
that there only is extinguishing equipment on every floor. This is classified as "user error". 

Ps Structure - separating 
I f a sprinkler system is installed the fire resistance of the separating structure may be lowered 
from 60 to 30 minutes. User E4 has misjudged this and kept the 60 minute wall, despite the 
installation of the sprinkler. This is classified as "user error". 

P6 Doors 
The design of the building is such that it has external walkways and the apartment doors lead 
directly to them. This has caused some problems for the users in a way that they were not sure 
how to give a correct grade. This is classified as "insufficient help texts". 

P7 Windows 
Users E2 and E4 have probably made an error in calculating the relative vertical distance 
between the windows. Although this must mainly be classified as '\iser error", this error has 
occurred before and we must therefore consider inserting some help texts for this parameter. 

P 9 Attic 
According to the fire documentation there is no prevention of fire spread to the attic and the 
maximum area of fire compartment in the attic is less than 400 m^. Despite this three of 
engineers have given a grade for a prevention of fire spread and none have calculated the right 
maximum area of the fire compartment in the attic. This must be classified as "user error". 

Pii Smoke control system 
Since there is no staircase and the escape routes are the external walkways, user E3 is 
probably the only one who has given the correct grade for this parameter. This is classified as 
"insufficient help texts". 

Pi 4 Escape routes 
All users except E3 have a fairly good agreement in the grades given. The parameter that 
seem to cause the most problems is Pi 4 a - Type of escape routes. Since there is no staircase 
and the escape routes are the external walkways, user E3 is probably the only one who has 
given the correct grade for this parameter. This must be classified as "insufficient help texts" 
for houses with external walkways. 

Pi5 Structure - load-bearing 
I f a sprinkler system is installed the fire resistance of the load-bearing structure may be 
lowered from 60 to 30 minutes. User E4 has misjudged this and kept the 60 minute wall, 
despite the installation of the sprinkler. This is classified as "user error". 
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Pi6 Maintenance and information 
This parameter differs because the users did not have any support for their estimation, but 
instead were requested to give grades based on their own expertise. Again, this must be 
classified as "lack of information on the building". 

2.4.3 Resulting risk index 

Engineer Risk index 
E 1 2,90 
E2 1,92 
E3 2,34 
E4 2,20 
E5 2,63 
Mean risk index 2,40 

±038 
Figure 2.12: Resulting risk index for Saghaugen Terrasse. 

Saghausen Terasse is the building which receives the most varied results in the grades given 
for the parameters. The great diversity in the calculated risk index makes it hard to draw any 
conclusions about the resulting risk index for this building. The main reason for the diversity 
in the results is that Saghausen Terasse contains external walkways, and the index method 
obviously has some weaknesses in dealing with such buildings. These weaknesses can 
possibly be limited by especially considering extemal walkways when writing help texts for 
certain parameters. 

Al l grades from the survey are given in the Appendix. 
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3 Conclusions of the survey 
The previous chapter discussed the variation in grades given by five engineers and classified 
them into mainly three classes; as being due to user errors; lack of information on the 
buildings; or insufficient help texts in the method. The first two classes are not uncommon in 
any engineering work, and there will always be variations due to user errors or lack of 
information. The third reason for errors can be seen to be weaknesses in the index method and 
are best dealt with by constructing help texts to assist the user. 

The analyses made show a very good repeatability with respect to three of the buildings 
analysed. However, for the fourth building, which had external walkways, the results were not 
as good. A second reason for this may be that the fourth building was Norwegian, where all 
descriptions were in Norwegian and Norwegian building codes were followed, but four out of 
five engineers taking part in this study were of Swedish nationality. There is a possibility of 
some mis-interpretation of the design documents due to language difficulties or differences in 
Swedish and Norwegian building codes. 

The engineers seem to follow a consistent pattern in their analyses of the Swedish buildings. 
Vetenskapsstaden gets the lowest risk index followed by Kanalhuset and Runhällen. See 
figure 3.1. 

Figure 3.1: Comparison of the resulting risk index given by the five engineers. 

The best agreement of the resulting risk index is given for the Kanalhuset building, where all 
five engineers have found it to be within almost the same limits. The lowest average risk 
index is given for the Vetenskapsstaden building. 

With a few exceptions, this survey shows that the repeatability of FRIM-MAB is very good, 
except for the Saghausen Terasse, which has external walkways. Even though the users do not 
always agree on specific parameter grades, they still rank the other three buildings in 
essentially the same order. 
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Problematic parameters 

The parameters that seem to cause the most problems when deciding the grades are discussed 
in this section. Also parameters that are not especially commented above are analysed. 

Pi Linings in apartment 
There is no guarantee that the occupant of the apartment does not change the linings on the 
walls. To be able to determine the dominating lining class, the user is therefore advised to 
visit the building. 

P7 Windows 
When the size and placing of the windows vary over the facade, the users seem to find it 
somewhat difficult to decide the resuhing grade of this parameter. However, i f the user makes 
a wrongful estimation of this parameter, the resulting grade may differ with up to two units in 
the resulting grade of the parameter. User E3 has made a consistent overestimation of 
parameter P 7 Windows, when deciding the window class. 

P 9 Attic 
For parameter P9a Prevention of fire spread to attic, the users do not always agree whether or 
not the eave is designed in a way to prevent fire spread. A contact with the designer or an 
inspection of the building could prevent this disagreement. 

V\2 Detection system and Pi3 Signal system 
Parameters ?\2 Detection system and Pn Signal system seem to cause a problem in such a way 
that there is always some small difference in the grades given by different users. The index 
method does not seem to give enough information to the user o f how to make the right 
assumptions about these parameters, since the result of the survey shows that there is a 
considerable diversity in the grades given. The reason for this problem may descend from the 
translation from the English version of the index method /4a/ to the Swedish version /7a/ where 
detection system is translated to simply Brandvarnare (Detector) and signal system to Larm 
(Alarm). A suggestion of how to deal with this problem is given in section 4; Suggestions on 
improvements. 

Pi 4 Escape routes 
The consensus on this parameter is quite reasonable for three of the buildings, considering that it 
is one of the most complex parameters, with 4 sub-parameters and 4 decision tables. However, 
the consensus is not good for the fourth building, which is mainly because that building has 
external walkways. There is a need to supply a help text on this parameter, giving guidelines on 
how to treat extemal walkways as escape routes. 

Pi 6 Maintenance and information 
There is not always enough information available to the engineer for making the right estimation 
of this parameter. Therefore, one of the purposes with this survey was to find out how different 
engineers estimate this parameter. The resulting grade of this parameter differs because the users 
did not have any support for their estimation, but instead were requested to give grades based on 
their own expertise. It is clear that maintenance and information is an important contributor to the 
overall fire risk. However, it is clear that there is an inherent uncertainty in this parameter and 
users must simply be encouraged to make informed decisions when deciding the grades. In the 
future, some changes should be considered for this parameter in order to simplify the choices 
made. 
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4 Suggestions on improvements 
During this survey and in the development of the thesis work "Kravnivåer t i l l indexmetod for 
bedömning av brandrisker i flervånings bostadshus" ("Limiting risk index for FRIM-MAB") 
by Christensson /!/, some suggestions on improvements of FRIM-MAB have arisen. This 
section contains two suggestions on improvements that will be introduced in the Swedish 
short-version /7b/ and the English full version /4b/ in order to make the method as user-
friendly as possible. 

4.1 Detection and signal system 

There has been a simplification in the translation process that makes it easy to misinterpret the 
first Swedish version /7a/ of the index method for the two parameters P12 (Detection system) 
and Pi3 (Signal system), the detection system is translated to simply Brandvarnare (Detector) 
and signal system to Larm (Alarm). The first suggestion on improvement is therefore to 
model how to grade different levels of safety with regard to the detection and alarm systems. 
The aim of this suggestion is to point out that a single detector in an apartment is currently 
getting a far too high grade in comparison with a more sophisticated fire alarm system. A help 
text should be given in order to guide users when choosing grades for these parameters. 

4.2 Order of parameters 

The second suggestion on improvements is that the order of the parameters should be 
changed. Al l parameters that concern e.g. the walls (Pi Linings in apartment, P 5 Structure -
separating and P15 Structure - load-bearing) should be grouped together. Some users have 
indicated that this may decrease the time spent on the analysis for the first-time user. Perhaps, 
such an improvement could be considered at a later stage, since it affects most documents 
dealing with the method. 

4.3 Translation errors 

P9 Attic 
The first Swedish translation /7a/ is not quite consistent. In the English version /4a/ the 
parameter is called Prevention of fire spread to attic ''Förhindrande av brandspridning till 
vind", while in the Swedish version /7a/ it is called Fire spread to attic ''Brandspridning till 
vind". This may cause confusion i f different engineers use different analysis support. 

Pi 4 Escape routes 
In the first Swedish version /7a/ of the index method the headline is missing for parameter 
Pi4a Type of escape routes (Typ av utrymnings väg). 
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4.4 Help texts for users 

This section describes suggestions for new help texts to be inserted into the new version of the 
main document describing the index method /4b/. 

Pi Linings 
Comments from users: Inhabitants may change linings and different linings may be used in 
different parts of the building. The user must therefore give an engineering estimate of a 
reasonable lining class to reflect this. 

P2 Suppression system 
Comments from users: Residential sprinkler systems can be different in different countries. 
A rough rule of thumb is that i f the sprinkler operates on the ordinary water supply to the 
building, it is said to be a "residential sprinkler", but i f it is fed from a specially designed 
water reservoir and has a relatively high capacity, it is termed an "ordinary sprinkler". 

P5 Structure - separating 
Comments from users: Some users have had constructions that are made up of timber studs, 
combustible insulation and gypsum board, and have asked how the separating structure 
should be graded. Since the insulation is combustible the grade 2 is recommended. 

p6 Doors 
Comments from users: Some users have asked i f a lift-door should be counted as a door in 
the escape route. Where the elevator is used as an escape route (with the very special 
requirements that need to be fulfilled for the authorities to accept such a solution), the elevator 
door should be counted as a door in the escape route. 

P7 Windows 
Comments from users: Some users have commented that the relative vertical distance 
between windows can vary. Again, a reasonable engineering estimate should be used here. If, 
for example, all windows have the same relative vertical distance except two windows on the 
gable, the first mentioned windows should form a basis for giving the grade. A simple 
sensitivity analysis can then be made, where the two gable windows form a basis for the 
grade, to see i f this influence is of any significance at all. In most cases, it wi l l be of little 
significance and the problem of different relative vertical distances is not of a great 
importance. 

Pg Facades 
Comments from users: The first sub-parameter does not differentiate between different 
materials, such as fire-impregnated wood or non-impregnated wood. These must therefore be 
treated equally in the present version of the index method. But the engineer and the authorities 
should keep this in mind when making overall decisions once the index has been calculated. 
Also the combustible part of the facade can differ on different facades; one facade may have 
> 40% combustible material while another facade has < 20%. A "reasonable worst case" 
engineering estimate should be made, in this case the facade that has >40% combustible 
material should be deemed to be representative. Also, in buildings with extemal walkways 
(meaning that the exit from each apartment leads to an outside balcony and a stairway from 
there to the ground level), flame spread is relatively unlikely across the extemal gallery and 
up the rest of the facade. The combustible part of the wall should therefore be significantly 
reduced when grading buildings with extemal walkways. 
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¥9 Attic 
Comments from users: This parameter could be ftirther differentiated, giving an extra grade 
i f the attic is separated at the boundaries of each apartment. In that case only one apartment 
would be adjacent to each fire compartment in the attic. The Project group considered this but 
found that this differentiation might be too detailed and might increase complexity. The user 
may therefore increase the grade by one unit (maximally up to grade 5), i f the attic is 
separated at each apartment boundary, using this comment as argument. 

Pii Smoke control system 
Comments from users: A very misleading grade is received i f the building has external 
walkways (meaning that the exit from each apartment leads to an outside balcony and a 
stairway from there to the ground level). For many such buildings no smoke control system is 
needed since the smoke flows freely from the walkway to the atmosphere. In some such 
buildings, however, skirting boards may divide the walkway from the atmosphere, creating a 
smoke reservoir in the walkway. Engineering estimates must therefore be used for buildings 
with extemal walkways when grading this parameter. 

Pi 2 Detection system 
Comments from users: No choice is available for combined smoke and heat detectors. The 
Project group recommends that the sub-parameter "Reliability of detectors" receive the grade 
"H" i f there is a combination of heat and smoke detectors in the building. 

Pi3 Signal system 
Comments from users: In a test of the method, when several different users graded several 
different buildings, it was found that some users considered a simple smoke detector to be a 
part of a signal system and other users gave the grade 0 for the signal from a single smoke or 
heat detector. When analysing the results, it was found that i f individual smoke detectors were 
to be given a grade as a signal system, then an elaborate signal system would get hardly any 
advantage over a single smoke detector. It is therefore advised that the grade 0 be given i f the 
signal is from individual detectors, but grades be given in an ordinary way for detectors that 
are interconnected or arranged in a system of some sort. 

Pi 4 Escape routes 
Comments from users: There is no provision for buildings with extemal walkways (meaning 
that the exit from each apartment leads to an outside balcony and a stairway from there to ground 
level). The first parameter should reflect this by assuming that escape is also possible from a 
balcony. When the building has extemal walkways the grade for parameter Pub should be 4 (= B, 
D, E) for buildings with < 4 floors and should be 3 (= B, E, F) for buildings with 5 - 8 floors. 
Also, sometimes motion detectors turn on the light automatically. These should be graded as i f 
the light were always switched on. Finally, no account is taken of the type of floor material in 
escape routes. 

Pi 6 Maintenance and information 
Comments from users: A repeatability study of the method has shown that there is some 
variance in this parameter when different engineers judge the same building. This is because 
design drawings and documentation give very little information on this parameter. There is no 
doubt, however, that maintenance and information are a very important fire risk parameter. 
The user is therefore advised to make an effort to seek information from other sources in 
order to make a reasonable estimate of this parameter. 
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Appendix -
Grades from the survey of buildings made by five engineers 

Vetenskapsstaden 
Parameter E1 E 2 E 3 E 4 E 5 

PI 2 2 2 2 2 
P2 5 5 5 5 5 
P3 3,62 3.62 3.62 3,62 3,62 
P4 5 5 5 5 5 
P5 3.46 3.46 3.46 3,46 3,46 
P6 2,99 2.99 2.99 2,99 2,99 
P7 0 0 5 0 0 
P8 5 1.45 3.5 5 1,45 
P9 5 5 4 5 5 

P10 5 5 5 5 5 
P11 2 2 0 2 2 
P12 5 0 5 5 5 
P13 3 4 0 3 3 
P14 1 1 2.36 1 1 
P15 3,74 3.74 3.74 3,74 3,74 
P16 0.27 2.53 0 2,41 1,6 
P17 3 3 3 3 3 

Index 1,76 1.5 1,85 1,63 1,85 

Kanalhuset, Bo01 
Parameter E1 E 2 E 3 E 4 E 5 

PI 3 3 3 3 3 
P2 4 5 5 4 5 
P3 3.62 3,62 3,62 3,62 3,62 
P4 2 2 2 2 2 
P5 3,46 3,46 3,46 3,46 3,46 
P6 2,99 2,99 2,99 2,99 2.99 
P7 2 2 5 0 2 
P8 0 0 0 0 0 
P9 5 5 5 5 5 

P10 0 0 0 0 0 
P11 2 2 2 2 2 
P12 2 2 3 2 2 
P13 3 0 0 3 3 
P14 3,25 3,25 3,19 3,25 3,02 
P15 3,74 3,74 3,74 3,74 3.74 
P16 0.27 1,87 1.07 2.41 1.6 
P17 3 3 3 3 3 

Index 2.36 2,35 2,2 2,33 2,23 
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Runhällen 
Parameter E 1 E 2 E 3 E 4 E 5 

P1 3 3 3 3 3 
P2 0 0 0 0 0 
P3 3.62 3,62 3,62 3,62 3,62 
P4 2 0 3 3 3 
P5 3,46 3,46 3,46 3,46 3,46 
P6 2,99 2,99 2,99 2,99 2,99 
P7 0 0 3 0 0 
P8 4,18 2,68 2,68 2,68 2,68 
P9 3 0 3 1 1 

P10 2 2 2 2 2 
P i l 2 2 2 2 2 
P12 2 2 3 2 2 
P13 3 0 0 3 3 
P14 3,25 2,57 3,19 3,25 3,29 
P15 3,74 3,74 3,74 3,74 3,74 
P16 0,27 1,87 0 1,61 0 
P17 5 2 5 5 5 

Index 2,43 3,06 2.41 2,46 2,56 

Saghaugen Terrasse 
Parameter E l E 2 E 3 E 4 E 5 

P1 2 2 2 2 2 
P2 4 5 4 4 1 
P3 2,22 1.24 2,22 2,22 2,22 
P4 2 2 2 1 2 
P5 2,2 2,2 2,2 2,9 2,9 
P6 2,33 2,33 5 4,33 2,99 
P7 0 2 0 2 0 
P8 0 0 0 0 0 
P9 2 4 2 5 5 
P10 2 2 2 2 2 
P11 2 2 5 2 2 
P12 2 2 2 2 2 
P13 3 0 3 3 3 
P14 1,69 2,23 5 3,36 3,25 
P15 2,26 2,26 2,26 3,74 3.74 
P16 0,27 2,53 0 2.41 0,8 
P17 5 5 5 5 5 

Index 2.9 1,92 2,34 2,2 2,63 
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